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Highlife Collection NXT

Every Day Made Better
Hot tubs used to have a reputation firmly rooted in the ‘70s as a
place for parties. In truth, that idea went out with the leisure suit.
Our Highlife NXT spas are designed and built to a more substantial

™

Deeper Connections
Sometimes, relaxing solitude is just what you need. Other times, it
is important to connect with the people close to you.

®

aspiration: a spa can truly enhance your life.

Your spa is a place where family and friends can come together.

Be Your Very Best

Relaxed and free from distractions, we let our guard down and

When you spend time in your spa regularly, you feel relaxed and
renewed, which helps you be at your very best. Spending time in
warm water can reduce stress, increase circulation, and improve
sleep. Set aside time to refocus. Start each day refreshed, then use
the spa to unwind in the evening. Make your personal wellness a
priority each day—you will be glad you did.

formed, and these connections extend well beyond the time spent
together in the swirling warm water.

The Great Outdoors
Time in your spa puts you outdoors where you can breathe in fresh
air, appreciate the changing morning light or count shooting stars.
The experience of being outside in your spa can provide a sense of

Soothing Massage
The benefits of massage have been known for centuries, and the
addition of hot water enhances the experience.
While some jets provide a gentler massage, others work deep
into your muscles to release tension. Relax into the comfortable
sculpted seats, while jets focus on areas where daily stress tends
to accumulate—the neck, shoulders, feet, and back.
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open up to the people we care about most. Meaningful bonds are

www.hotspring.co.uk

peace and perspective. Who knew that your garden or patio could
be transformed into a personal retreat?

Highlife® Collection NXT
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A Revolutionary Approach
Great design inspires. It fulfills and personalises.

innovating, and our numerous “industry firsts”

It reaches us in ways we could not have predicted.

have materially improved the hot tub experience
for our customers. Our Moto-Massage™ DX jet,

Great design enhances functionality, solves

synthetic, low-maintenance siding, No-Fault™

problems, and simplifies. It elevates the ordinary

heater, dedicated circulation pump, and the ACE®

to the realm of the extraordinary.

salt water system have dramatically enhanced spa
ownership.

We understand that design can revolutionise a
product. That is why when we set out to build a

Our latest innovation comes in the form of this

best-of-class spa, we partnered with Designworks,

unique collaboration with the Designworks, a BMW

a BMW Group Company, a world-renowned design

Group Company. With their fresh perspective and

consultancy known and respected for its design

design expertise, we have redefined what a spa

innovation.

should look like and set an entirely new direction
for the industry. We invite you to experience the

Leading the Way

completely new Highlife® Collection NXT—the

As the industry leader, we are committed to

next generation in spa design.

providing customers with The Absolute Best Hot
Tub Ownership Experience™. We are constantly

Designed by
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Creating A Truly
Superior Spa

Until now, a spa’s exterior design has been relatively

The distinct difference that separates these spas from other

ordinary. The Highlife Collection NXT spas have changed

models in the Highlife Collection is the exterior design.

®

that — the visual impact of the new exterior design is
surprisingly different and incredibly stunning.

The striking NXT profile produces a unique floating effect
that results in a much sleeker spa. A creatively recessed

The NXT Difference

Like the rest of the Highlife Collection, the NXT models

base pan and architectural corners work together to

feature beautifully sculpted shells and the rich, wood-

produce a contemporary look—like a piece of high-end

grain finish of our Everwood HD siding. NXT spas also

furniture — that is unlike any other hot tub.

™

include exclusive value-added features, like 100% nobypass filtration and our one-of-a kind Energy Smart™
system that keeps operating costs to a minimum.

Polymeric Substructure

Polymeric Base Pan

The lightweight polymeric substructure provides outstanding

The heavy-duty base pan features structural ribbing on

support and excellent fit and finish.

the bottom that increases energy efficiency by minimising
ground contact.
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Wireless Remote Control with Touchscreen Technology
This innovative spa control panel features a large LCD touchscreen. Colourful icons and intuitive
menus make it easy to navigate your spa’s controls. The advanced wireless technology allows you
to conveniently adjust jets, lighting, and other functions from your favourite seat inside the spa, or
up to 9 metres away.

Architectural Moulded Corners
For distinctive style, the trapezoidal
shape creates a cascading effect from
spa shell to base that is repeated
throughout the spa’s interior. An

Unique Floating Effect

intricate textured finish adds depth

The innovative design of the polymeric

and dimension.

substructure and recessed base pan make
the spa appear as if it is standing on its
corners.

Large On/Ready Indicator Lights

Exterior Lighting

A sleek acrylic plate displays the Hot Spring ® logo.

Exterior lights on each corner are

Thoughtfully designed indicator lights reveal at a glance

controlled independently and can be

that the spa is on and ready for you and serve as a convenient

adjusted for colour and brightness. The

diagnostic tool.

lighting can be set to automatically
turn on and off at specified times.
Highlife® Collection NXT
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Grandee NXT
Seating for 7 | 43 jets

The Grandee NXT
Big on features. Big on design.
The Grandee™ NXT seats seven adults, providing ample space for connecting with
the entire family.
The Grandee NXT features all seven types of jets we offer—for a total of 43 jets
in all—including 30 directional Precision™ jets, two Moto-Massage DX jets, and
an assortment of other speciality massage jets. To power these jets, the Grandee
NXT features two of our most powerful 2.5HP WaveMaster™ jetpumps.
See detailed specifications for the Grandee NXT on page 23.

Exclusive Features and Options
Two Moto-Massage™ DX jets
Wireless touchscreen remote control
100% no-bypass filtration
Dishwasher-safe Tri-X™ filters

DX jet provides two powerful
streams of water that sweep up
and down the length of your back.

Comprehensive Energy Smart™ system

There is no other jet like it. This

BellaFontana™ water feature

Hot Spring® exclusive is featured

ACE® salt water system (optional)
Wireless sound system (optional)
NXT or Everwood™ HD step (optional)
8

Our patented Moto-Massage
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on all Highlife® Collection NXT
spas.

Highlife® Collection NXT
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Envoy NXT
Seating for 5 | 43 jets | Lounge

The Envoy NXT
Massage you need. Design you want.
Seating five adults, the Envoy™ NXT is perfect for anyone who wants a large spa
with powerful massage, advanced features, and innovative design.
The Envoy features a comfortable lounge seat with a Moto-Massage DX jet that
sweeps up and down your back while other jets massage calf muscles and the
bottoms of your feet. A uniquely sculpted captain’s chair provides a full back
massage and therapy for the wrists and feet.
See detailed specifications for the Envoy NXT on page 23.

Exclusive Features and Options
Moto-Massage™ DX jet
Captain’s chair
Wireless touchscreen remote control

water feature produces three

100% no-bypass filtration

lighted arches of water that can

Dishwasher-safe Tri-X™ filters

be enjoyed from inside the spa

Comprehensive Energy Smart™ system
BellaFontana™ water feature

or create added ambiance when
spending time outside the spa.
The BellaFontana is included on

ACE salt water system (optional)

the Grandee ™ NXT and Envoy

Wireless sound system (optional)

NXT models.

®

NXT or Everwood™ HD step (optional)
10

The exclusive BellaFontana
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Jetsetter NXT
Seating for 3 | 22 jets | Lounge

The Jetsetter NXT
Supreme spa. Small space.
For the elegant design and sophistication of a Highlife® Collection NXT spa without
a large footprint, choose the Jetsetter™ NXT.
The more compact Jetsetter can easily be integrated into smaller patios, gardens,
and decks, yet features all of the extraordinary design elements of the NXT
Collection, including our exclusive wireless remote. Perfect for small families
or empty nesters, the Jetsetter features a full, reversible lounge seat with our
patented Moto-Massage DX jet at one end and a targeted and ultra-powerful
FootStream™ jet at the other.
See detailed specifications for the Jetsetter NXT on page 23 .

Exclusive Features and Options
Moto-Massage™ DX jet

Luminesence™ multi-zone lighting

Wireless touchscreen remote control

Included on all NXT models, our
unique lighting system allows

100% no-bypass filtration

you to independently control the

Dishwasher-safe Tri-X™ filters

colour and brightness of each

Comprehensive Energy Smart system

lighting zone. So you can create

ACE® salt water system (optional)

a custom lighting theme to suit

™

Wireless sound system (optional)
NXT or Everwood™ HD step (optional)
12
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your mood.
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Maintaining Spa Water
Has Never Been Easier
One of the myths about spa ownership is that keeping spa water
balanced and clean can be a lot of work. Is it time consuming? Is it
difficult? Do you need to be a chemist to get it right? No, no, and no.
When you choose an NXT spa from the Highlife Collection, you not
®

only get the best in spa design, you get The Absolute Best Hot Tub
Ownership Experience™ day in and day out. Our exclusive, innovative
water care systems keep your spa water fresh and crystal clear with
very little maintenance.
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100% No-Bypass Filtration and Tri-X Filters
In other spas, water bypasses the filters when the jets are on. Highlife
Collection NXT spas include up to five filters, making it possible to run
all the water through the filters, even when the jets are on—which is
when filtered spa water is most important.
Our Tri-X™ filters use exclusive three-dimensional technology to filter
more water than paper filters. They last longer and can be conveniently
cleaned in your dishwasher.

www.hotspring.co.uk

The Exclusive ACE Salt Water
Sanitising System
Optional on all Highlife Collection NXT spas,
this revolutionary system generates cleaners
automatically for a set amount of time each day.
The low-maintenance ACE® system uses a
patented diamond electrode to create “active
oxygen” that cleans the water first. The active
oxygen then combines with salt to produce
chlorine and other oxidisers that keep water
crystal clear.
With proper care, fewer bottled chemicals are
required, and as a result, spa water can last up
to 12 months. Water sanitised with the ACE
system is noticeably gentler on your skin and
eyes, and smells better too.

®

Salt Water Sanitising System

Highlife® Collection NXT
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Innovations in Energy Efficiency
Concerned about the ongoing costs of operating

Our SilentFlo 5000™ pump continually circulates water, using less

your spa year-round? There is no need to worry

energy than a 40-watt light bulb.

with our exclusive Energy Smart system.

Powerful WaveMaster™ jet pumps are activated only when the

These energy-saving features are included

jets are needed. Our SmartJet™ system directs water only to the

™

on all Highlife® Collection NXT spas:

jets you are using, saving even more energy.
Our patented No-Fault™ heater uses a unique titanium housing

Multiple layers of the same high-density polyurethane foam used

and heater element that maximises heat transfer to the water,

in commercial freezers insulate the spa shell.

and it is warranted for five years, regardless of water chemistry.

Our dense foam covers are designed to ensure a custom fit and
tight seal that prevent heat from escaping. A special hinge seal
locks in heat at the centre of the spa cover.

16
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Delivering
Real Value
Our Energy Smart system minimises energy
consumption and helps keep your operating
costs extremely low. When you consider
how frequently you use your spa and the
important benefits you will enjoy, relative
to the low monthly operating costs, you can
see the tremendous value that a Hot Spring®
spa can provide you and your family.

Setting
the Standardto estimate
Visit
HotSpring.co.uk/Energy
your
monthly Collection
energy costs.NXT spas are
All Highlife
certified to the APSP 14 US Standard and

the California
Setting
the
Energy
Standard
Commission (CEC) in
accordance
All
Highlifewith
Collection
CaliforniaNXT
law. spas are
certified to the APSP 14 US Standard and
the California Energy Commission (CEC) in
accordance with California law.

Highlife® Collection NXT
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub
Ownership Experience™
As the industry
industry leader,
leader,we
weare
arethe
theonly
onlyhot
hottub
tubbrand
brandtotosell
sellover
over
1

in the industry. When you choose Hot Spring, you can expect leading-

million
1
million
spas—which
spas—which
means
means
therethere
are more
are Hot
more
Spring
Hot Spring
spas in gardens
spas in

edge innovation in spa features and design, as well as unparalleled

than any than
gardens
otherany
brand.
other
Webrand.
have built
We have
our reputation
built our on
reputation
quality, but
on

customer care before, during, and long after your purchase.

®

®

you do not
quality,
but have
you do
to not
takehave
our word
to take
forour
it. word for it. We invite you to
read what Hot Spring owners have to say about their experience at

Hot Spring spas are made by Watkins Manufacturing Corporation,

HotSpring.co.uk/Reviews.
Since we opened for business over 37 years ago, we have built the

which is a part of Masco Corporation—a Fortune 500 company whose

most extensive network of genuine, passionate, and helpful retailers

family of quality home products includes:

Since we opened for business over 37 years ago, we have built the
most extensive network of genuine, passionate, and helpful retailers

18
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Committed to Quality
We are passionate about making the world’s best hot tubs
and are consistently recognised for outstanding quality
and value.

Hot Spring is the only brand of spas to have one
of its spas named a Best Buy each of the eight
Aria®

times Consumers Digest has rated spas.

We have received trade-certified recognition by
Spasearch.org for ten consecutive years – every
year since the certification was introduced.

Our quality system is certified by Lloyd’s
Register in accordance with ISO9001:2008, the
highest international standard for design and
manufacturing excellence.

Hot Spring is the only brand that has built and
sold more than one million hot tubs.

Highlife® Collection NXT
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Grandee™ NXT

Seating Capacity

7 adults

Dimensions

254 x 231 x 97 cm

Water Capacity

1,893 litres

Jets

43

Everwood™ Choices

20
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Spa Shell Colours

Monterey Grey

Alpine White

Teak

Alpine White

Mocha

Alpine White

Ice Grey

Ice Grey

Platinum

Platinum

Tuscan Sun

Tuscan Sun

Crème

Desert

Tuscan Sun

Crème

Desert

Envoy™ NXT

Seating Capacity

5 adults

Dimensions

236 x 231 x 97 cm

Water Capacity

1,703 litres

Jets

43

Everwood™ Choices

hotspring.co.uk

Spa Shell Colours

Monterey Grey

Alpine White

Teak

Alpine White

Mocha

Alpine White

Ice Grey

Ice Grey

Platinum

Platinum

Tuscan Sun

Tuscan Sun

Crème

Desert

Tuscan Sun

Crème

Desert

Highlife® Collection NXT
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Jetsetter™ NXT

Seating Capacity

3 adults

Dimensions

213 x 165 x 84 cm

Water Capacity

852 litres

Jets

22

Everwood™ Choices
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Spa Shell Colours

Monterey Grey

Alpine White

Teak

Alpine White

Mocha

Alpine White

Ice Grey

Ice Grey

Platinum

Platinum

Tuscan Sun

Tuscan Sun

Crème

Desert

Tuscan Sun

Crème

Desert

Grandee ™ NXT

Envoy ™ NXT

Jetsetter™ NXT

Contemporary Cabinet and Shell Design
The colour, finish, and materials experts at Designworks, a BMW Group

Seating Capacity (adults)
Dimensions
Water Capacity (l)
Weight dry (kg)
Weight filled* (kg)
Stainless Steel Jets (Total)
Moto-Massage™ DX jets
SoothingStream™ jets
FootStream™ jets
Rotary Hydromassage jets
Directional Hydromassage jets
HydroStream™ jets
Rotary Precision™ jets
Directional Precision™ jets

7

5

3

254 x 231 x 97 cm

236 x 231 x 97 cm

213 x 165 x 84 cm

1,893

1,703

852

480

430

217

2,926

2,528

1,306

43

43

22

2 (4)
2
3
2
2

1 (2)
2
3
2
3
10
2
19

1 (2)

30

and cover colour options.

Everwood HD
This high-definition cabinet offers a rich wood grain finish, along with the
low maintenance and durability of our original Everwood™. NXT corners are
moulded in complementary shades to accent each cabinet colour.

1
2
1
4
12
Monterey Grey/Charcoal

Entertainment Options (Optional)
Wireless Sound System with Dock
Wireless Bluetooth® Sound System

Company helped us carefully select a distinctive palette of cabinet, shell

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

9000 + 9200
2.5 + 2.5
5.2 + 5.2

9000 + 9200
2.5 + 2.5
5.2 + 5.2

9000
2.5
5.2

30

30
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20 A
•

20 A
•

16 A
•

Tranquility Mode
BellaFontana™
Luminescence multi-colour four-zone
™

Jet Pump
WaveMaster™
HP continuous duty
HP breakdown torque

Teak/LaPaz

Filtration
Filtration Area, Top Loading (m2)
Electrical
230V - 50 Hz
Other Configurations**
* Includes water and adults weighing 79 kg each
** Depending on local electrical circumstances

www.hotspring.co.uk

Mocha/LaPaz

Highlife® Collection NXT
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We print our brochures on only Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) paper. Printed
in the EU on recycled paper that contains
10% post-consumer waste and is FSC
certified. FSC ensures that the paper in our
brochures contains fiber from well-managed
and responsibly harvested forests. Please
pass this catalog on or recycle again.

Watkins Manufacturing Corporation reserves the right to change its products without notice.
The highest quality standards in design and manufacturing. Watkins Manufacturing is proud to be associated with the following agencies, affiliations and foundations:
© 2015 Watkins Manufacturing Corporation, 1280 Park Center Drive, Vista, California 92081, USA. All rights reserved. Specifications, colours, and surface materials subject to change without
notice. Not all features are available on all products. Printed in te EU. Hot Spring, Highlife, Grandee, Envoy, Jetsetter, The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience, Every day made better,
ACE, BellaFontana, Comfort Control, Earht Smart, Energy Smart, Everwood, HydroStream, IQ 2020, Jet-Clutser, FootStream, Luminescence, Moto-Massage, No-Fault, Nobody Backs You Better,
Precision, Quartet, SilentFlo 5000, SmartJet, SoothingStream, Tri-X, and WaveMaster are trademarks of Watkins Manufacturing Corporation. Hansgrohe and Hüppe are registered trademarks.
All 230v models must be installed by a licensed electrician in accordance with local codes. US Patents #5,647,736; #5,724,478; #5,742,953; #5,810,257; #5,810,262; #5,819,332; #5,924,850;
#5,943,711; #6,381,766; #6,435,691; #6,596,951; #6,621,985; #6,859,952; #6,873,793; #6,976,636; #7,162,752; #7,219,690; #7,472,430; #7,472,431; #8,273,254; #8,266,736; #8,465,650;
D518896; D531729; D620599; D624657; D634019; D634021 and other patents pending.

